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T

II E opiuion that 7I'O£Etv has a special sacrificial meaning has obtaiued in recent times a wide acceptance, on what seem to me
eutirely inade1J11ate grounds. I propose to examine these grounds on
strictly philological principles. The opinion is usually supported
hy the statement that in the LXX 71'0t£Lv has such a sense, sometimes
it is said "constantly," or ''ordinarily"; sometimes, "forty or fifty
times." The statement is, as I shall show, erron~ous. But even if
it were correct, a different impression would doubtless be produced
if the same alleged facts were put in the form that once in fifty
times it has this sense; for 71'o£Etv, it must be remembered, occurs in
the J,xx about two thousand five hundred times. The reader would
then sec that even in the LXX we should not be justified iu assuming
a sacrificial meaning of the verb as the most likely one, prior to an
examination of the context.
The assertion that 7I'O£ELv has a sac1·ificial sen8e must mean that the
word of itself. i.e. apart from considerations of the context, does at
least suggest this sense. Now let us see first what is this usage of
the verb in classical Greek. Here it includes, first, nearly all the
seuses of the English 'make,' 'cause,' etc.; secondly, many of those of

* Presented in ~lay I 890.
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the English 'do'; besides, thil·dly, some additional senses, such as
'do to,' ' do with.' It is, in fact, the most general word for • doing.'
The•·e are two or three of its uses which for the present purpose require to be particularly 111entioned, because they are paralleled by the
Hebrew M~:!l, and are found in the LXX:
1. ' To do to, or with,' J.pyUptov T~VTo Toino brol((, " he did this same
thing with the silver," Herod. iv. 166; £ brolt]U« Twv 'Ap.cfmro>..tTwv TOt">
1rapaOOVTas, I>emosth. Olynth. i. 5. So ,t, «aKWs, KaKO.. &ya9a, ~ea>..a
1ro£€tll Twa (passim).
2. 'To keep (a feast),' i.u9p.ta 1roL€tv, Demosth.; (opT~v 1ro"iv, a
quite classical phrase.
3. 'To perform (sacred rites or sacrifices),' ipa 1I"OL€tv, He1·od.;
9urrlav 11"o£€w9at, J>lato, Sympoa. 17 4 c., also in Xenophon, Cyrop. Yi.
2, 6. The verb is also used even without 9vu{av when followed by
the name of a deity, 11; rfi. etc., like the Latiu facere in the sense of
sacrifice; (9vuav Tlji Att ... f'II'HTil Tlji 'H~ ... brnTa
u¢~avns
C:.s l~ai!To ol p.&yoL, E'll'o{quav, Xen. f)Jrop. viii. 3, 24.
4. It is used as a substitute for a more special verb, to avoid repetition where the special verb has already occurred or bas heen indirectly implied. For example, in Herorl. v. 97, "If he was unable to
impose on Cleomenes alone, hut did this [to] (TovTo l'll'olTJu') thirty
thousand of the Athenians." Similarly Xenoph., Taln-0. l'll'ol.,uav TOLo;
Tai~ {Jw>..oLs {JilloVTa~ (i.e. sti'Uck them on the neck and back), Cyrop.
ii. 3, 18.
This is a very common use of the English ·do,' especially where
the action is not expressed by a single ve1·b: thus, "If you correct
this sheet and verify the references, I will tlo the othe•·"; "When I
have painted and varnished this panel, I will do that one."
The Heb•·ew verb which corresponds generally in its range of application with 7TOL(tv, including the signification of 'do,' ' mal.:e,' ' cause,'
etc., is M'IO:!l. which occu1·s about two thousand five hundred times.
Hence, as was iuevitable, the Greek translators almost always rendered it by 7roLEiv, i.e. in about uinety-two pe•· cPnt of its occurrences,
and very rarely did they use 7rotftv to render any other word. It
follows that in the LXX we find 7TOLftv used not only in its ciMsical
seuacs, but in others.
Thus it is used of 'trimmiug' (the heard), 2 Sam. xix. 24; for
'provide' (singing men), Eccl. ii . .8; 'proville for' (my own house),•
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Geu. XXX. 30; 'prepare. (horses anu cluU'iots), 2 Sam. xv. 1 ; 'produce' (fruit), 1 lsa. v. 2, 4; 'keep' (a feast), often, as Deut. xvi. 1,
2 Chron. xxx. 13, 21 ; ' dress, cook, prepare (food),' 2 with 'food,'
Gen. xxvii. 4, 7, !J, etc., 2 Ham. xiii. 5, 7, 10; Ezek. iv. 15; with
'meal and oil,' 1 Kings xvii. 12, 13; with 'sheep,' 1 Sam. xxv. 18;
with 'lamb,' 2 Sam xii. 4; 'calf,' Gen. xviii. 7, 8. It is' do with,' or
'deal with' oxen and sheep, Exod. xxii. 30 ; a vineyard, Exod. xxiii.
11; an ass, Deut. xxii. 3; 'do for' (a hundred talents}, 2 Chron. xxv. 9;
• do with or about,' Josh. vii. 9; 'offer' (sacrifice), of which presently.
These, indeed, would he more properly called different applications
than distinct meauings. Howeve1·, it is to be observed that this
extension of range does not make the ve1·b more definite, but less so.
It becomes even more necessary than before to look to the connectipn.
Monsignor Patterson',; statement, which has been largely followed, is
that "1I'Ot«tv when joined with a noun signifying anything capable of
being offered to God constantly has this [sacrificial] meaning." Let
us now examine the passages by which this signification is supposed
to be established.
In the first place we have those iu which the connection is 11'outv 'TO
11'auxa. Now it is capable of distinct proof that this means " keep the
feast of the passover," not ''offer, or sacrifice the passover." Jt'irst,
11'auxa, although it sometimes is used for the lamb, is frequently (and
indeed more properly) the feast. Thus we have "the morrow of the
passover,'' N um. xxxiii. 3, Josh. v. 11 [ codd.] ; " in the fourteenth day
ye shall have the passover, a feast of seven days," Ezek. xlv. 21 ; "such
a passover was not kept. ov~e ly•vT/frJ To m:fuxa 'Toii'To," 2 Kings xxiii.
.
22, and 23 ly•v.JIJ.q 'To 11'auxa.
The usage or the Xew Testament confirms this. There 11'auxa
generally means the feast. A few instauces will suffice : Jtna olio
.;,Jtipa.<> 'To 11'auxa ylvnat., 1\Iatt. xxvi. 2; ~v To 11'auxa «at 'Ta d.{vJta Jtf.Ta
8vo .;,Jtfpa.<>, Mark xiv. 1 ; ~yy~• .;, iop-r-f] 'Twv «CvJA-Wv.;, >..EYoJtm, 11'auxa,
Luke xxii. 1; lyyV.. ~v 'To 11'auxa, John ii. 13, vi. 4, xi. 55; lv Tcfi 11'auxa
lv rV f.oprfi, ii. 28; 11'po 'TOV 11'auxa, xi. 55; a11'0AVUW lv Tcfi 11'auxa, xviii.
39; p.na 'To nauxa, Acts xii. 4. Secondly, 11'o"'" is regularly used of
' keeping' a feast. This, as we have seen, was a classical usage; it is
also found in the LXX. 11'outv iopnjv occurs Exod. xxiii. 16, xxxiv.
22, and in at least a dozen other plac<'s ; sometimes 1I'O&«lv 'Tfrv EOfYTfrv
I Cl1188ieal.
' Classical ; ef. Xen. CyrOJ>. IV. 5, I ;

VIII.

5, 5 ; IAJ:".

VI.

4.
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nuv ~tiJLwv, as Ezra vi. 22; 'IToui'v ua{3j3aTov also occurs Exotl. xxxi.
16 and 1 Sam. xvii. 18 [ codd. ].
Add that the passover is seldom said to be sacrificed, and uevcr to
be offered, 8 and we have sufficient reasou to conclude that 'ITOtftv To
'ITauxa "to perform, or do the passover;' means " to keep the feast of
the passover." But any possible doubt is excluded by the use of the
phrase where it can mean nothing elst!. Thus Exod. xii. 48, wher·e
the strar.ger sojouruing with an Israelite is sa it! 'IToui:v To 'ITauxa; also
2 Chron. xxxv. 17, 18, 19, "The childre11 of lsrat·l that were p1·ese11t
kept the passover and the feast of uuleavened breatl ( brol71fTav To ,Pauf.K
Kai rqv lopn}v). And there was 110 passover like to that' kept' (lyivETo) in Israel from the days of Samuel the prophet, neither did all the
kings of Israel keep such a passover as Josiah kept ( o{,~e f'ITOL7Juav To
¢auf.K &l'ITnL71fTEV 'Iwulas, ~eai ot iEpEI~ ... Ttii oKTwKI.tt0£KaT'l' lrn rl)~ f3auV..E{as
'Iwulov l'ITot~07J To ,Pauf.JC TOt'To)." Here it is clear that ¢aui~e is the
feast, and 'ITOtE~v ro ¢aui~e='' to keep the feast." So in 2 Clrron. xxx.
'1Toti7o'at TO ¢aui~e in verse 2 antl verse 5 is obviously the same as '1Tot1juat
rqv loprqv Twv a'vJLwv in verses 13 arul 21. Here again we may make
use of the New Testament. Our· Lord speaks of 'ITotftv To 'ITauxa in a
private room, where the paschal lamb certaiuly coulrl not be sacrificed
or offered. Accor·dingly 'IToulv To 'ITauxa in l\Iatt. xxvi. 18 is represented by ,PayEiv TO 'ITauxa in 1\Iark xiv. 14 a11d Luke xxii. I I. There
is nothing to set against this: for this signification is applicable
wherever the phrase occurs. There is not :\ shadow of a reason for
supposing that 'IToLE'iv TO 'ITauxa can mean • ofler the passover,' although
it is true that the ceremonial killing was a part of the keeping.
Another class of cases consists of those in which the object of 'ITotEi:v
is a word which itself means sacrifice. As the ve1·b is used of' doing'
anything, it is natural that when the thing clone is sacrifice this verb
should still be used, although not itself having any sacrificial forct'.
Thus we have 'ITOtEi'v Ovuiav, oAoKavrwJLa, ~eap'ITwf'a· These are, indeed,
notable examples of "things capable of being offered."
These and the like are simply iustances of the adoption of art
indefinite verb where the definition is supplied b,v the objects, a usuge
not peculiar to Hebrew or Greek. In Euglish we use 'do' thus
with many different objects, even with 'sacrifice.' The circumstance
that the thing done is sacrifice gives no reason to attribute to the verb
8

Offering a gift at the Passover is mentione•l ~urn. ix. i, 13, 'lrpotrfvo-ytta.o 'TO
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1rouiv a specific sacrificial meaning.

That it may be conveuieut to
translate it 'offer' is nothing to the poiut.
A similar remark applies to the phrase 1rouiv brl. Tov Ovcno.lTTTlp[ov,
which may be illustrated by the English phrus~ '1lo iu the oven,' and
the like. All that these instances prove is, that a word meaning
'make' or • do' may be join~d with a word meaning • offering' or
'sacrifice,' and the two words will mean ' make an offering' or 'rlo
sacrifice,'- not a very important proposition, except for those who
write Greek exercises. Is it supposed that we must always say 'offer
an offering,' 'sacrifice a sacrifice,' or substitute a synonymous verb?
Even in English we can speak of 'doing sacrifice,' 'bringing an offering,' without its being supposed that 'do' or 'bring' have put on any
special meaning.
·
The last class of passages consists of those in which 11"oLEiv is used
in the familiar way to avoid the repetition of a specific word or
complex description contained in the preceding coutext. These are
the only passages which give any vlausihility to the suggestion that
the verb means • offer •; but it is, after all, only a superficial plausibility.
For example, in Lev. iv. detailed directions lll'e given as to what
is to be done ·with the bullock for a sin-offering; directions occupying
several verses. These a1·e partially repeated with respect to the sinoffering for the congregation, and in verse 20 occurs the more concise
direction "he shall do with the bullock as he did with the bullock for
a sin-offering, so shall he do with this,'' ~eo.! 1rot-rlo-n To~ p.Ouxov ()., Tp011"0II
E7rOL"JCTf TCW p.Oo-xov TOJI T~> ap.CJ.fYTWS OVTW 7r0L1J8~CT(TO.I. This is rightly
translated "he shall do with the bullock, etc."; indeed, colloquial
English would admit 'do the bullock.' In Ex01l. xxix. 39, Tov tlp.vav
TOll wo. 'II"OL~un; To 7rpw{ K.T.A., the sort of 'II"OtEiv is w1derstood from the
preceding verse, 7rotljun; lrrt Tov OvutaCTT1Jplov, nud there is merely an
ellipsis of these three words, an ellipsis precisely parallel to that which
is so familiar with the Engli~h verb' do.' Psalm lxv. 15 (E.V. lxvi.
15) is similar: OAOKO.VTWjLQ.TO. ••• avo[uw CTOL p.ETa Bvp.uip.o.TO> ••• 'II"OLljuw
CTOL {300.-. p.ETa xtp.apwv. The poetical parallelism makes the brevity
of expression less harsh. Possibly the expression 'll"oLEw p.ouxov for
'do to ' may seem strange to some readers, but it is precisely parallel
to the usage quoted above from classical writers as well as from the
LXX, and to the colloquial English use of' do.'
In 1 Kings xviii. 23, 25 we have another instance of 7rottiv used to
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•·eplace the description of a complex action. ''Let them choose one
bullock for themselves, and cut it in pieces and lay it on the wood,
and put no fire under; and I will dress (1rot~uw) the other bullock,
and lay it on the wood, am! put no fire under" ; "choose you one
bullock for yourselves, and dress it first (1ronpan 7rpWTot)." "And
they took the bullock, and they dressed it {f.7rol7Juav)." I do not include
these verses amongst. those which give even a superficial plausibility
to the meaning 'offer,' fo1· offering is not even part of the action
specified. This is simply the preparing for the sacrifice, the killing
and cutting in pieces, as well as in :?5, 26 the laying on wood. This
may well be included even in verse 23, although specially added in
consequence of the important stipulation to put no fire under.
There are other passages in which 7I'OtEiv, although used in connection
with sacrifice, yet clearly excludes the sense' offer.'
Lev. ii. 7, "If thy oblation he a meat-offering of the frying-pan it
shall be made Of fine flour With oiJ," UEp.{&.N,~ Ell (),a,{<f111"017J(J~UfTa.t,
Kat7rpouof.un ·~., 8vu{a., ~v &., 7rot~uy EK TOVTWII Tc;i KVpf.e Ka.L 7rpouolun 1rpo~ Tov i£pia, followed in verse 9 hy the offering on the altar.
Lev. ii. 11, 7raua.v 8vu{a.v ~v &v 1rpouq,ip7JTf KVpi<fl oll 7rot.qun£ ~vp.WTov.
Nutn. xv. 8, 11, 12, 13, lav 7rot~Tf alTo Twv {3owv Et'> oN>KaliTwuw d.,

v

Ovulav p.qa.Avvat fvXljv, • • • ovrw 7rot~un• Tc;i p.oux'll Tc;i €v{ • • • ~Ca.Ta Tov

lav 1rot~U7JTE ovrw• 1rot~UfTE Tc;i iv{ ••• 1rii• oal1Tox8wv 'll'ottl<rn
Also in Ezek. xlv. 22, 23; xlvi. 12, etc., where the prince is
said to 'prepare' the offerings. Thus in xlv. 17 it is said to be the
p1·ince's part to 'give' the offerings ( 8t0. Toil &.q,rryovp.ivov lurcu.), and
then he is said 7rotfLV the several offerings. The prince, however, was
not to perform the office of the priest. Some .Jewish exposito1·s, indeed, supposed the 'prince • here to mean the high-priest. In that
case 1Touiv migl1t b.e taken as = • offe1·,' but this meaning must be determined solely by the fact that · the doer was the priest, and that the
whole discourse was about sac1·ifice.
Perhaps we may add to this Lev. vi. 21, 22. In 21 71'0tfLv is certainly ' make,' l>Tl Trryavov iv tAa{'ll 'll'ot7]0~una.t. In the followiug verse
the Hebrew word certainly means 'offer,' but the last clause of the
verse is rendered so differeutly hy the LXX that it seems as if they
did not so understand the word. Instead of ''it shall be wholly burnt
to the Lord," it has am•v l>TtTfA£u8~u£rat. This would agree with the
view that 7rot£tll in the beginuing of the verse was taken in the same
sense as in verse 21. llut it must be observed that the subject of the
tlptOp.ov ~v

oww>.
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verb is o {(proo; oXP'cm)o;. It is this subject and the following context
that determine the meaning of the verb in thA Hebrew. No inference,
then, can be drawn from the use of 'll"Ot(i:v here to its use where no
such elements of determination exist. Indeed, apart from any particular context, the whole hook of Leviticus is sacrificial, as is the
above quoted section of Ezekiel. If we met the word 'operate ' in a
treatise on surget·y we should interpret it of surgical operations ; if in
a book on the stock exchange, of stock-dealing operations. The word
'work ' would have one meaning as used by stude~ts, another as used
by ladies, and again another in the mouth of an artist.
Instead of saying that 7roc(iv joined with one of the objects capable
or being offered means ' offer,' it would be more correct to say that it
may be used of an object capable of being • made,' ' offered,' ' cooked
for food,' ' prepared,' 'done [something] to,' etc , instead of any more
definite verb, provided that the definition is supplied by the object or
by the preceding context. . And it is important, further, to note that
in every case of the ~ignification 'offer' not only is the connection
sacrificial, but the object is a. thing familiarly offe1·ed.
But before we reckon even this limited application to offeriug as
belonging to the Hellenidtic idiom we must consult the Hebrew. For
it is possible that the translators, instead of selecting 'll"OL(W as the
most suitable word in the particular connection, adopted it simply
because it was the literal and usual equivalent of the Hebrew word.
How can this be decided? Obviously by examining whether 71'0I(W is
used to rende1· Hebrew words which p1·operly signify 'offer,' or occurs
in connection with 'offering' only where the original has MC:P. If it
really had to a Hellenistic writer the special sense 'offer ' it would
doubtless be used to render the special Hebrew worda. It is not. It
never renders :l.,""tj::M, which is renilererl hy 7rpOO"q,ipw, etc., eighty
times; 4 and it but once r~presents the hi phil of n'!.l::, which also is
rendered by 7rpouq,ipw, &.vaq,ipw, etc., about eighty times. In this one
instance, moreover (.Job x!ii. 8), the object is ~ecip7rwp.a. This is absolutely decisive. Actually a. stronger case could be made for a sacrificial meaning of the English 'do,' which is used four times with
sacrifice where neither Mt::P nor 7rou'iv is found in the 01·iginal, viz.
Exod. v. 17; viii. 8; 2 Kings x. 1!) ; Acts xiv. 13.
• An unknown translator ren•lcrs fti,,ri/, once by ,.o.. iv, Num. xxviii. 27,
where the LXX has 11'poiT~<Tt. There, ulso, the ol~cct is n won( for sacrifice,
6A.OIC11.VTfllll"/l·
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It deserve.s to be noted further, that in the two places where t'lltll'
is used without an object in the sense ' offer ' the LXX understand it
differently. One i~ Hosea ii. 8, aprvpa KUL XJIVCTa bro{lJCTt rjj Baa.\
(R. V. "used for Baal," marg. •• macle into the image of Baal"); the
other is 2 Kings xvii. 32, ETI'O{lJuav (aVToi~ lv OLK~fJ rwv {J!frqXwv.
But if Tl'ottiv had no special sacrificial meaning in the idiom used by
the LXX translators, is it not possible that the frequent use of the
word in connection with sacrifice may have given it a sacrificial
meaning in the mi;1ds of the write1·s of the New Testament, who were
familiar with that version? It is indeed often assumed, and not least
in reference to the present question, that the LXX usage exercises a
predominant influence over that of the New Testament. The assumption is by no means borne out hy facts.
In the first place, mauy of the ideas iu reference to which we
should most of all expect the Septuagint vocabulary to influence that
of the New Testament are differently expressed. "To confess" is in
the LXX l~yopww or (ouce) E.~ovp.a.t, neither of which occurs in the
N. T. leop.oXrryovp.at often in the N. T. = ' confess,' has in the LXX
only the meaning 'praise.' 'F01·giveness' of sins is in the LXX
lXaup.o~, but in the N. T. U.q,nm.
The latter word never has this
sense in the LXX, although the verb occurs in the sense ' forgive.'
'To divorce' is in the LXX l~aTI'OITTEAAnv, but iu the N. T., even
where the reference is to the 0. T., it is uTI'oAtinv. ' Persecute' is in
the LXX usually ~eara8uo~env, but in the N. T. 8t<d~env. The former
word occurs once in the N. T., but means ' follow' (Mark i. 36).
'To condemn (judicially) ' is in the N. T. ~earaKplvw, which occurs iu
LXX once only (Esther ii. 1. ).
Again, words common to both Testaments have frequently entirely
different meanings, and this is true even of semi-technical te1·ms.
Thus ~eotvo~, which in the X. T. has the techuical sense 'common or
unclean,' is fouud in the canonical books of the 0. T. only twice,
and then with the meauing 'in common.' The verb Kotvaw is not in
the Lxx. 'Aya71'l] has not in the J.xx the meaning given to it in
the N. T.; on the contrary, it is used of sexual love in 2 Sam. xiii. 15
and in Canticles. 'YTI'op.oY~ in the LXX means • expectation,' not
'steadfastness.' In the LXX av{lJP.' and Xvw are both used in the
sense • forgive,' which they never have in the N. T. bp.oAoy[a in the
LXX means • free·will offering' or • vow.' The verb bp.oXrryf.w also
'conmeans 'swear,' • vow,' • admit'; in the Apocrypha it occurs

=
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Kp[p.a in the sense • justice,' ' ordinance,' is common in the
but never occurs in this sense in the N. T.
These examples might be multiplied if it were worth the trouble.
But it will, perhaps, he more useful to take a section of the Epistle
to the Hebrews, the write•· of which is sometimes sai1l to be impregnated with the language of the LXX. His familiarity with it is
indeed shown by his abundant use of it in the way of quotations
interwoven with his text; all the more striking is it to find how
independent his own vocabulary is. The section I have taken (pretty
much at haphazard) is chap. v. 11 to vi. 20 (twenty-four verses).
Here we find the following words which do not occur in the canonical
Septuagint at all: OvuEpp:r}v(l)To~ (the verb (pp.TJVEVw occurs once, but
== 'translate'); OTOIXEta (but in Wisdom); yvp.va'w (in Mace., but=
'harass') ; &OaXJ1 (only in the title of Psalm lix.); 8wpEa (in Wisdom
and received text of Daniel) ; J.p.na8ETo>; 1'-'P.TJTfr> (the verb occurs
in Wisdom) ; p.EUIT(Vw; ay•cvpa; {3i{3aiO> (Wisdom) ; p.ETo.Mp.{3avw
(only in Apocrypha). Of course I do not reckon J.vauTavp&w.
Of words used in a different sense 6 we may enumerate : ai.u8TJT7Jpm
('the walls of my hea1·t ') ; ~'" (' body') ; CTTEpEO..; KaTa{30Mw ('cast
down ') ; lw[8tCTI<; ('deceit,' etc.) ; aiCL1<p1UI~ ('separation' (of the clouds)
Job xxxvii. 16); J.&>,ctp.O> (only with lipyvpov); vw8p0.. (found in Prov.
x.xii. 29 only, hut twice in Ecclus.); p.u~epo8vp.iw (once only, but =
'not soon angry,' Prov. xix. 11 ), so p.a~epo8vp.[a; wp/Jopop.o<o (LXX
== 'first-fruits') ; l1rt&t~evvp.1; lvOEti<Vl'P.' ; {3E{3awxm; wapaouyp.aT{{w.
This is a conf;iderable gleaning for so short a passage, and that f1·om
a writer who is supposed to be peculiarly imbued with the language
of the LXX. The coincidences with the book of Wisdom deserve
notice; bad this been one of the books from which the writer so
freely quotes, these would doubtless be thought to bear out the
hypothesis of his dependence on the Yocabulary of the LXX ; as
it is, they only indicate that the two writers used the same form
of Greek.
It follows I think, clearly, that the existence of a particular usage
in the LXX gives of itself no ground for expecting to find the same
in the New Testameut, even if it be not a Hebraism, and a fortiori
if it is. How dGes the case stand with the verb in question, w-otELv?
It occurs nearly six hundred times in the X. T., but ueYer in any of
the peculiar senses which the LXX imitated from the Hebrew
fess.'

LXX,

,.,:l,.

6

The Septuagint meaning is giwn in brackets.
19
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Even the obvious and simple phrase 'II'Otfi:v 8txTla.v never occurs ; 1roui:v
only in St. John (Epist.); 'll'oui:v ~ep{p.a., frequent in the
LXX in the sense 'do justice,' is also foreign to the N. T., the usage
of which, in fact, hardly differs from the classical, except as the more
familiar use might be expected to differ from the literary ; 'II'Otfi:v
~eOjnrov, as already observed, is classical, and occurs in Ari~;totle.
The phrase, however, with which we have to do is TciiTo roui:n.
To understand this to mean 'offer ' would be to go far beyond any
usage of 'II'Otftv in the LXX. It need hardly be remarked that it is
never safe to argue from the meaning which a word has only in a
special connection to itA meaning in another connection quite different. 1t is more than unsafe when such a special meaning is
introduced into a connection in which a different meaning is familiar.
Now, since 1I'Ot£i:v meaus 'do' in the widest sense, it is natural that
ToiiTo 11'ot£i'v should be as familiar to a nreek as 'do this' is to an
English speaking person. And so in fact we find it was. The
phrase occurs frequently in classical Greek, and always = 'do thfs.'
It also occu,rs frequently in the LXX, and always in this sense.
Lastly it frequently occurs in the X. T. (about twenty times), and
everywhere in the same sense. No writer or speaker wishing to
be intelligible would use ToiiTo rot£iT£ for 'offer this,' nor could any
hearer so understand the words. On the other bani!, ' do this ' could
not be expressed in any other way.
The general conclusion so far is,
.
1. That in the LXX 'll'otEtv = 'offer' only where the object of the
verb, or at least the preceding context, defines the ' doing ' as sactificial.
2. That so far as this usage of the LXX goes beyond that of classical
writers it is not a Hellenistic idiom, but a Hebraism, due to literalness
of translation, which there is no reason to suppose would pass into
the New Testament.
8. That the limitations of this usage, even in the Lxx, at·e such as
to exclude such a combination as ToiiTo 11"ot£i:v.
Hence whatever be the meaning of the words fl~ T~v f.p.~v civcip.v'law,
Toi!To 1I"Ot£LT£ cannot possibly mean anything but 'do this.'
It is, however. asserted that civap.VrJcrt~ is a specially sacrificial word,
and that so decidedly that it must determine the meaning of 'll'olfiv to
be 'offer.' The assertion is in fact entirely without foundation. It
has, indeed, been said that civJ.p.Wfcrt> occurs frequently in the LXX, and
8uciUO<rl!V11v
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always in connection with sacrifice. By some inscrutable mistake the
frequeucy has been made out by an enumeration of passages in which
the word is not found at all. In fact, in the text of the LXX (i.e. apart
from Psalm·titles) it occurs just twice, and twice only, viz. Lev. xxiv.
7 and Num. x. 10. These require to be considered separately.
The latter passage runs thus in the Revised Version: "Also in the
day of your gladness, and in your set feasts, and in the beginnings of
your months, ye shall blow with your trumpets over your burntofferings, and ove1· the sacrifices of your peace-offerings; and they
shall be to you for a memorial before your God." This rendering certainly seems to rt>present the sacrifict:s as a memorial. Even if it were
so, this would not help prove that avapVF7cn~ had a sacrificial meaning.
As well might we consider that because a scholarship in college is said
to be in memoriam, therefore 'memoriam' means scholarship. But,
first, the Hebrew word, 1'i.,~t, does not mean a memorial sacrifice.
Secondly the Greek version has the singular (crrat: ua.Aw«'TE Ta.i~
utfAwtyGv br( Toi'~ o'AoKawwp.auc Kat l1rl Ta~ fJvulac~ Twv uwTTJplwv {Jp.wv·
KO.l ECTTO.I vp.iv avap.VF~CTL'i lvaVTI Toil 0wil vp.Wv.
The subject of Eo-rat
here cannot be the sacrifices Ta oAoKavTwp.aTa Kal. a~ 81JO'lat, but must
be the action of blowing with the trumpets. Not only is this necessarily the sense of the Greek, but it is probably the meaning of the
original also, for it agrees well with the preceding context, "'Vhen ye
go to war in your land against the adversa•·y that 9ppresseth you,
then ye shall sound an alarm with the trnmpets; and ye shall be
remembered before the Lord your God, and ye shall be saved from
your enemies." It is clear that the blowing did not constitute the
sacrifices a memorial, as our version seems to imply; but in both verses
the blowing is regarded as a sort of reminder to the Almighty to bring
his people to his mind.
The othe1· passage is Le\'. xxiv. 7, of the shewbread: "Thou shalt
put pure frankincense upon each row, that it may be to the bread for
a memorial, even an offeriug made by fire unto the Lord." The
Greek is, Kat l1rc8~ufn bri To tifp.a >..l{Javov Ka8apov Kal. ci.\a KaL (uoVTai
cl~ iJ.pTw~ d<; &.vap.VFlucv wpoKElp.cva Tci) Kvp~.
Here the Hebrew
word rendered by avap.VF~CTIS is ,:~t~. Now, everywhere else this
word is rendered uniformly p.VYJp.6crovov. Why did the LXX depart
from this rendering here? Not without reason; 'but to understand
this we must call to mind what the t'l.,::ll~ was. It was that portion
of a meal offering which was consumed by fire, thus sanctifying the
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whole as an oft'ering. 8 Hence it was called the n•:tlt, or 'rnem01·ial'
thereof. It was in fact a 'remiruler,' something that brought to remembrance: viz. it brought the offeriug and the offerer to remembrance before God. It is important to uotice that no offering is
called by this name merely as an offering, hut as in relation to a
whole of which it is a part; and further, that the Euglish word
' memorial ' tends to mislead, for the name has no reference to 'memory' of a thiug past or abseut.
Now, in the case of the shewbread no pal't,of the cakes was bur·ned,
.but the fraukinceuse which was placed on them (probably on trays.
not on the bread itself) was burne(l, and served as an M"''~TIIt to the
bread. The LXX misses this by reading C'?~~ without the article.
I nstead of T<j> <ipT'I? or Tot~ /J.pTol~ they ren<ler £1~ /J.pTovs. Havin~
done this, they necessarily misse<l the sense of M"'':Tlt, and this at
once explains their departure from the usual rendering f'"TJf!OCTVvov.
The Greek wonls luoVTal ti~ apTovs £1~ clvap.V7Jow cannot mean •• shall
serve to the bread as an civ.," hut must mean "shall serve as bread
for clvap.V7JU'~•" i.e. the bread itself was £is clvap.V7Julv. The translators
knew well enongh what an r-."'':llt wa~, and knew that tlu~ cakes
which were not burned could not be that. This is made still clearer
by the fact that M~~ at the end of the verse is not rendered by the
usual Kap7rwp.a, hut by 7rpoKEtp.£va; or, per·haps it is more co1·rect
to say that they omit ~~~, aud insert 7rpOI(Etp.Eva to complete the
: ense. This word is use<l of the table of shewbread in :Xum. iv. i,
and in Exod. xxxix. 36 of the shcwbr·ead, Tovs /J.pTovs Tovs 7rpo~<up.ivov<>.
This places beyond all doubt the explanation above given. The
passage then is so far from proving that clvap.V7JU1~ was used as
equivalent fo1· M"'':l~ iu its ordiuary seuse, that it goes to prove
the coutrury: avap.V7JC11~ is here used just bccausfl t\"'':Tlt is not
taken in its sacrificial sense; if irulee(l the translator read the Hebrew
word so.7
Before discu~sing the Psalm-titles I will refer to the usage of the
Hexaplar translators and of the writers of the Apocryphal books,
which is as important as that of the LXX as e\·idence of tile meauing
of the G1·eek word. )\ow, Symmachus has clvap.V7Ju&> in Ps. vii. ;) :
an utmumed t1·auslator (perhaps SymmaciiUs) has it in Ps. cxxxv. 1:-l;
uSee Lev. ii. 2, 9, 16.
' I leave it undecided whether the r.xx
li ttle differently.

ma~·

not hn,·c rend the Hebrew word a
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and in the Book of Wisdom, xvi. 6, it is found in the conuection

tl~

clvdp.V'I]O'tv EVTOA~ vop.ov uov.

It would be too little to say that clvap.V'I]O't~ has been p1·oved not to
be sacrificial ; in fact, there is not a shadow of reason for the con
tra1·y assertion.
I now come to the two Psalm-titles in which d.vdp.VTJ<Tt~ occurs, and
in which the Hebrew is "1":11r"1. Some rece.nt commeutators have
adopted the view that this means "at the offt~ring of the I'T'C1lt ," or
"of incense"; basing the interpretation on Isai. lxvi. 3, where, bowever, the verb is followed by the word ' incense.' I am not, however,
going to discuss the correctness of this view ; I am content for argument's sake to admit that it is correct.
Admitting this, however, thiil use of "1"::11r"1 is at best raf'e, and the
literal meaning of the word is that which it has elsewhel'e, viz. ' to
bring to remembrance. 8 The Greek tl~ d.vap.lf11<TtV, then, correHponds
with the literal sense of the Hebrew, and this being so, surely no
philologist would think himself justified in seeking farther or inferring
an otherwise unexampled meaning of the G1·eek to correspond with
the rare meaning of the Hebrew. Nothing short of verbal inspi1·ation
of the Greek could justify such an inference. Preposterous as such
an argument would be in any case, in that of the Psalm-titles it is
utterly irrational. A few examples will make this clear.
To the Precentor is
fl~ To TtAo~.
On Sboshannim (to the tune' Lilies.') im·f.p Twv llioUJJffquop.ivwv.
On "Lily of the Testimony,"
inrf:p Ti;w llio~u~p.&wv bt.
To a Gittite march or tune,
inr(p Twv A1JvWV.
On 'Alamoth (virgin voices),
inrEp Twv Kpv¢twv.
To the accompaniment of flutes.
inr(p ~ KA7Jpovop.ot'fr~·
On stringed instruments,
lv ;;p.vot~.
Is it not obvious that in rendering the titles the translator Wail
absolutely at sell, and in obscure cases weni by guesswork? In Ps.
liii. he even ~ve up in despair, and wrote p.o.eA(j, There is, I think,
not one title not of obvious meaning which· he renders correctly according to modern views. He is invariably either strictly literal or
utterly wrong. 'Vill any one seriously contend that we are to assign
a perfectly novel meaning to a Greek word on the assumption that
in one case this translator's rendering, while ·apparently literal, was
1

..,.::11n; is rendered .-oii A,..,_.~vcu more than once; "':T'C is .S ""Qji.'!J~(fKOIII.
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really profoundly and subtilely correct, when nearly every one else
went astray ?
It may be worth while to add thttt in Ps. Jxx. Aquila substitutes
Tov clvaf''f'vrluK(W obviously in order to represent more closely the.
grammatical form of the Heb1·ew, but showing that he had no idea of
the supposed sense of clvaf'VI1U'~·
The case is analogous to that of deciding between two suggested
causes of a given effect in natural philosophy. Here we take for
each cause its antecedent probability, and multiply this by the chance
that if it existed it would produce the effect; and a comparison of the
results gives the relative probability of the two causes. Now here
we have on one side the probability that the translator took "'":::ltM
in its literal sense, a very high probability indeed when estimated
from the other titles, multiplied by the probability that in that case
he would render the word d.vaf'V'IJU'~• which is also pretty high, as
d.vaf''f'vrluKuv is frequently used for this verb. On the other side we
have to place the probability that he would discern the subtile and
elsewhere unknown sense of -,•::m, a minute chance, indeed evanescent, multiplied by the chance that he would think d.vaf'V7JU'~ a suitable word to express tl.is meaning, a chance too small to be measured,
seeing the word is never found in this sense. If the passage in Isaiah
referred to supports the suggestion as to the meaning of the Hebrew word, it certainly does not support this view of the Greek word,
which is not used there, for the rendering is A St8ov~ M{3avov tl~ f'VI1p.Ouwov.

In the X. T. d.vaf'VI11T'~ occurs Heb. x. 3. "In those sacrifices there
is a remembrance made of sins year by year." But the circumstance
that a sacrifice calls sins to mind does not go to prove that whatever
calls a thing to mind is a sacrifice.
"\\r e are now in a po8ition ·to estimate the value of the assertion
that in the LXX 7TOt(tl' when joined with an object capable of being
ofl'ered has frequently or constantly the meaning 'offer'; and, secondly, that therefore this may be assumed to be its meaning in the
N. T. when so joined.
First, we have seen that it has this meaning only under these conditions : first, that the object be not only capable of being offered,
but in fact habitually spoken of as offered; and, secondly, that the
connection be unmistakably sacrificial.
Secon.dly, the usage of the LXX does not determine that of the
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N. T., and there is nothing to show that even this limited usage would
be admitted in the dialect of theN. T. writer~.
Thirdly, Towo 11"0lftT( or Toiiro TP 1I"OT~ptov 1I"Ot(tT( in the sense 'offer
this' or ' offer this cup,' has no analogy in the LXX, and may be
pronounced impossible.
Fourthly, de; d.vap.VTJCTW nowhere and never had auy sacrificial signification at all.
To assume then that in the N. T. 1I"Olfiv means 'offer' when neither
of the above conditions is fulfilled is philologically unjustifiable.
I may add that I do not know any theory of the Eucharist which
would make it correct to speak of it as an ,_~,~. Possibly some
writers may have been misled hy the associations of the English word
'memorial.' But from what was said above it is plain that the
m~,lt bftd nothing to do with '~emorial ' in the sense of remembrance of a past event; it was a present calling to mind of the worshipper before God.
The preceding reasoning is to my mind so entirely conclusive that
I am unwilling to add considerations of another kind. Nevertheless
there is one such consideration which seems to me worthy of notice;
but I wish it to be regarded quite independently of what precedes.
When rowo or ' this' is used of an action. whether shown or not, it
usually is general; that is, it means an action 'such as this' : ' this
gesture,' 'this movement,' etc. But if the word- is defined by an
actual object shown and presented, then it means this actual object
only. Hence, if it were possible to understand Toiiro as Toiiro To
1r~pwv it would mean this actual cup, not a cup thus consecrated.
No doubt after the institution became established the case would
be different, and 'this cup' would mean 'the cup of this ce1·emony.'
This may be illustrated as follows. Suppose the sovereign to present a sword to a successful warrior, saying, " \Vear this sword for
my sake," 'this' would mean this individual sword. But if an order
of knighthood were thus instituted a subsequent kuight might speak
of' this sword' meaning a sword thus appropriated. It is thus that
St. Paul speaks of 'this cup,' 'this bread,' not defining by showing
or presenting the object, but by reference to the institution spoken of.
Such usage, however, is obviously quite different from that in the
passage in question, connected with the first institution. There 'this'
must mean 'this actual cup,' and the words would therefore refer
only to a present action. This would of course be inconsistent with
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&v ,..{vqTf, not to speak of other obvious objections ; objections,
too, which will at once suggest themselves even to the understanding
7rOt(in of.. a present offering at all of 'this my blood,' or 'this my
body,' which if Towo means' this object' it must certainly iuclude.
It would seem as if those who adopt this interpretation unconsciously combine two interp•·etationR of Towo 1l"OL(tT(: I, offer this cup;
2, repeat this action.

Trin. Coli., Dublin, 1890.
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